
 Ethical Dilemmas of Bruce M. Russett
 Nuclear Deterrence

 For the first time in

 the nuclear era, normative and practical issues have become explicitly inter-

 twined in widespread public discussion of deterrence. Previously, "main-

 stream" strategic analysts typically avoided overt attention to normative ques-

 tions, preferring to concentrate on the alleged psychological or military

 foundations of deterrence theory. Public commentators who did raise nor-

 mative issues all too often did so only at the fringes, debating the virtues of

 pacifism or the implications of simple "red vs. dead" declarations. Of course

 there had long been analysts who insisted on raising more subtle and com-

 plex normative issues, but their impact was limited. In the past few years,

 however, normative issues have been brought front and center and knitted

 inextricably into the traditional political and military context. In this article I

 shall address these issues by explication of the choices faced, and the con-

 clusions adopted, by the Catholic bishops.

 The Drafting Process

 The National Conference of Catholic Bishops of the United States issued its

 Pastoral Letter on War and Peace in May 1983. The Letter is detailed, complex

 in its reasoning, and remarkably progressive for a group often-and not

 always justly-regarded as cautious and politically rather conservative.' The

 Letter throws down some fundamental challenges to contemporary American

 military policy, significantly contributes to a de-legitimization of nuclear

 weapons as an instrument of war-fighting or even in some ways of deter-

 rence, and demands far-reaching changes in thought and action.

 For many years the American Catholic Church rarely took a public stand

 in opposition to the state's foreign policy. Rather, it emphasized the un-
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 questioned patriotism of the institution and its members. Partly this was

 because it was initially a church of immigrants, and often of immigrants

 (Irish, Italian, East European, Spanish-speaking in this century) at the lower

 end of the socioeconomic scale. In recent decades, however, this situation

 changed. Catholics moved into the mainstream of American social and po-

 litical life (viz., the emergence of a body of American Catholic lay-intellec-

 tuals, and the election of John F. Kennedy as President) and no longer felt
 insecure. Furthermore, as they became able to shape foreign policy actively,

 they began to feel more responsibility for it. Many Catholic laypeople and

 clergy (the Berrigan brothers being the most prominent example) were active

 in opposition to the Vietnam War, and by 1971 the U.S. Catholic Bishops'

 Conference as a body concluded that continuation of that conflict could not

 be morally justified.2

 Toward the end of that decade, as concern about the dangers of nuclear

 war grew more pervasive, Catholics were again among the more prominent

 critics of established perceptions and policies. Even some bishops began to

 make strong public statements not only about the immorality of the arms

 race but about the immorality of nuclear deterrence itself, and calling for

 disengagement from the production or deployment of nuclear weapons.

 While calls for unilateral nuclear disarmament or pacifism were by no means

 the norm in the American Catholic community, they were too widespread

 and forcefully articulated to be ignored. Moreover, there was a long-standing

 moral-theological critique of the kind of counter-population strategy that was

 inherent in American declaratory deterrent policy. Indeed, in 1944 Father

 John Ford had published an analysis of strategic bombing during World War

 II that clearly demonstrated, in terms of traditional Catholic thinking, that

 deliberate bombing of population centers was morally utterly unacceptable.

 This analysis-written before the first atomic bomb-exhibits a cogency of

 reasoning yet to be improved upon.3

 Responding to the generally rising concern, several bishops introduced

 resolutions calling for a formal statement on the topic by the entire Confer-

 ence. These resolutions were supported vigorously by "doves," but also by

 other bishops who hoped to see some consensus replace the increasingly

 discordant cacophony of ecclesiastical voices. As a result, the Ad Hoc Com-

 2. U.S. Catholic Conference, Resolution on Southeast Asia (Washington, D.C., 1971).
 3. John Ford, "The Morality of Obliteration Bombing," Theological Studies, Volume 5 (September
 1944), pp. 272-286.
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 mittee on War and Peace was established in 1981, and chaired by then-

 Archbishop Joseph Bernardin of Cincinnati. Archbishop Bernardin was al-

 ready widely respected for his good judgment and ability to encourage

 consensus even in the presence of heated initial disagreement. His skills had

 been recognized in his election several years earlier for a term as President

 of the Bishops' Conference, and would be recognized again in his subsequent

 appointment as Archbishop of Chicago and elevation to Cardinal. Other

 members of the Committee were Bishops George Fulcher and Daniel Reilly

 (perceived as "centrists" on this issue, with no substantial record of public

 pronouncement), Bishop Thomas Gumbleton (President of Pax Christi, an

 organization dedicated to nonviolence) and Bishop John O'Connor (second

 in command of the Catholic Military Chaplains, with a Ph.D. in political

 science, regarded as somewhat of a political and theological conservative).

 The Committee was supported by a five-member staff including a represen-

 tative each from the nation's men and women religious (monks and nuns),

 Father J. Bryan Hehir (Director of the Conference's Department of Interna-

 tional Justice and Peace in Washington, and a Ph.D. in Government from

 Harvard), Edward Doherty (also from the Department of Justice and Peace,

 and a retired U.S. Foreign Service Officer), and myself as "principal consul-

 tant. "4

 Choice of a Committee that covered most of the American foreign policy

 spectrum was no coincidence. The Bishops' Conference is constitutionally

 prohibited from adopting a Pastoral Letter by less than a two-thirds majority

 of all members. Moreover, the bishops are extremely uncomfortable in taking

 public positions on the basis of sharply divided votes. The informal, but very

 real, decision rule is more like 85-90 percent of all members present and

 voting; if the draft appeared unlikely to garner that many votes, it would

 probably have been returned to the Committee for further revision. Thus the

 process guaranteed that all sides would be heard, and that the Committee

 would report a draft Letter that seemed to reflect a broad range of views.
 The majority of the bishops could be expected to be somewhere near the

 "center" of the American spectrum on this issue, but enough could be located

 near either end that the "center" alone could not carry the vote. The docu-

 ment would have to be acceptable to a significant share of both "hawks" and

 "doves" to achieve the necessary majority. Furthermore, it would not be

 4. It must be clear that in writing this commentary I am representing myself only, and the U.S.
 Catholic Conference is in no way responsible.
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 enough simply to write a document full of glittering generalities about the

 virtues of peace; too many bishops wanted a statement with specific evalu-

 ations, touching central issues in the nuclear debate, for a platitudinous

 statement to be acceptable either. In consequence, the Committee's task was

 a formidable one.

 The Committee proceeded with many days of discussion, along with hear-

 ings at which about 50 experts (including theologians, biblical scholars, po-

 litical scientists, present and former government officials and military officers,

 and peace activists) were heard and questioned. After circulation and inten-

 sive criticism of various portions proposed by many members of the Com-

 mittee and staff, the Committee's first public draft was released early in June

 of 1982. This draft immediately became the subject of widespread discussion.

 Reactions varied greatly, as could be predicted. The Committee then, on the

 basis of the public commentary and numerous private communications, pro-

 duced a second draft that was distributed in October 1982 and discussed at

 length by all the bishops in their annual meeting in November. The Com-

 mittee took the latest set of comments into consideration and produced a

 third draft at the beginning of April 1983. This third draft became subject to

 the bishops' formal process of amendment, with the Committee preparing

 formal recommendations for disposition of the over 200 proposed amend-

 ments. Final action was of course the responsibility of the entire Conference.

 In the end the Letter, as amended, was adopted by a vote of 328 to 9 (96

 percent)-better than virtually anyone had dared anticipate.5

 Both the drafts and the full meetings of the Conference had been subjected

 to enormous public scrutiny, with the debate at the final meeting conducted

 under the eyes of scores of television cameras from around the globe. The

 process, then, had become one of full involvement by the lower clergy, the

 laity, and the public in general. In so doing, it served a major purpose of

 those who in the first place proposed that the Letter be written: It brought

 great public attention to the issues of nuclear weaponry, and established

 those issues not as esoteric technical matters best left to the "priesthood" of

 civilian and military strategists, but as fundamentally political and moral

 issues which were the proper province, and indeed responsibility, of ordinary

 5. The most complete and best-informed account of the process of producing the Letter is Jim
 Castelli, The Bishops and the Bomb (Garden City, N.Y.: 1983). An excellent set of commentaries
 on the Letter is Philip J. Murnion, ed., Catholics and Nuclear War (New York: Crossroad, 1983).
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 citizens. This, as much as the Letter's substance, may ultimately constitute

 its most enduring achievement.

 As for the substance, first it is important to repeat what was said at the

 outset of this article: the Letter is severely critical of accepted policy in a

 number of highly significant ways. Second, despite changes through various

 drafts of the document, the changes occurred within quite a narrow range

 of substance. The basic thrust and substance of the Letter, rooted in a very

 substantial degree of consensus on the Committee as to what constituted the

 constraints of established Catholic teaching on peace and war, endured from

 the first draft. While the document did go through refinement of tone, and

 some limited shifts in substance and applications, its underlying principles

 did not change.

 "Acceptable" Deterrence

 The consensus was forged around the long-established principles of "just

 war" analysis. It is thus not written from the point of view of an advocate

 of nonviolence. The bishops did take the nonviolent position seriously. That

 has a long and honored position in the tradition, from the early days of the

 Church through St. Francis of Assisi and modern witnesses. In this letter it

 is accorded a prominence that is really unprecedented for official Church

 documents. It is presented as a legitimate and often laudable option for

 individuals, even in the face of injustice-an option which should be re-

 spected by governments. Nevertheless, it is not required of individuals, who

 have a right to defend themselves and perhaps a duty to defend others. In

 this world of conflicting states, governments too have a right to self-defense,

 and even an obligation to defend their people and their allies-although, as

 for individuals, that does not always include a right to exercise lethal vio-

 lence. The bishops did not want to prescribe nonviolence because most of

 them sincerely believe in that right of self-defense, and that there are major

 values-liberty, justice, human rights-which are endangered in the world,

 and should be defended.

 Another constraint was an unwillingness to demand of people an obedi-

 ence they were not yet ready to give as a matter of conscience. A specter

 that always hung over deliberations was the response to Humanae Vitae, the

 papal encyclical on birth control. No one wanted to put individuals under

 that kind of moral burden. Neither did anyone want to fragment the insti-
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 tutional Church by making nonviolence, or even some form of "nuclear

 pacifism," mandatory.

 A final constraint, emerging after release of the first draft but both consis-

 tent with that draft and defining the terms of subsequent debate, was Pope

 John Paul II's June 1982 statement to the United Nations. It said, in part:

 In current conditions, "deterrence" based on balance, certainly not as an end
 in itself but as a step on the way toward a progressive disarmament, may
 still be judged morally acceptable.

 The Letter appropriately calls this a "strictly conditioned" acceptance of

 deterrence. We must realize how little it explicitly accepts. It cannot be used

 to indicate a blanket acceptance of all, or even many, forms of deterrence.

 Most obvious, and noted by virtually all commentators, is the condition

 that deterrence must be "a step on the way toward a progressive disarma-

 ment." Deterrence cannot be considered "an end in itself," nor can we resign

 ourselves to an indefinite future whereby we are condemned, in the Pope's

 next words, to be "always susceptible to the real danger of explosion."

 Another element of his statement is the phrase "based on balance." It

 implies a need, as recognized by most strategists and policymakers, to main-

 tain some sort of "parity" or "essential equivalence" to the capability of one's

 opponent. American analysts have taken that need to mean not necessarily

 matching an opponent one-to-one in every weapons category, which would

 make little sense given the great asymmetries of technology, geography, and

 interest between the two superpowers. Many analysts would concede even

 that it need not imply being able to do as much damage to the opponent as

 he can do to you, but only enough, reliably, to make the costs of beginning

 a war far too high for a rational opponent to contemplate. But a further

 implication of the "based on balance" phrase is a willingness to concede such

 a capability to the opponent. In other words, one can reasonably read the

 Pope's words as rejecting notions of seeking "superiority" or means to "win"

 or "prevail" in nuclear wars. Such notions can lead to a continuing upward

 spiral of the arms race as one power tries to establish such a capability and

 the other seeks to avoid being under such a threat, or to establish its own

 "winning" capability. At worst, attempts to achieve a "winning" capability
 would produce first-strike forces and "use it or lose it" situations of extreme

 danger in crisis.

 There are other limitations implicit in the Pope's words. He refers very

 generally to "deterrence," not to particular implements or strategies of nu-
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 clear deterrence. In the French original of his United Nations address, the

 operative words are "une dissuasion"-a deterrent, some deterrent, not any

 and all deterrents. He does not even explicitly endorse nuclear deterrence.

 What we have here, in explicit words, is no more than a recognition that in

 competitive international relations states require, at least "in current condi-

 tions," some means to deter other states from aggressive action. The specific

 form of that deterrent is not specified. Moreover, deterrence "may still be

 judged" morally acceptable. Again, this is hardly a blanket endorsement of

 everything that is said, done, or planned in the name of deterrence.

 The vague, general, and ambiguous content of Pope John Paul's words

 must be fully appreciated. Possibly he would explicitly accept various specific

 aspects of American or Soviet deterrent policy. The fact remains that he has

 not done so. The very restricted nature of his overt "acceptance" impels the

 kind of further normative analysis articulated by the bishops in their Letter.

 A Just War Analysis of Deterrence

 The just war tradition, developed from St. Augustine onward, has been the

 predominent strain of Catholic thought concerning any resort to violence on

 behalf of political units. That tradition, rightly understood, constitutes a

 strong presumption against violence, and establishes very strict constraints

 both on the circumstances under which a resort to violence may be consid-

 ered "just" and on the actions that can morally be taken in the course of

 exercising that right. Three analytical categories of that tradition are especially
 relevant.

 First is the requirement of discrimination, or observing the principle of

 noncombatant immunity. This requirement forbids direct attacks on civilians:

 "Under no circumstances may nuclear weapons or other instruments of mass

 slaughter be used for the purpose of destroying population centers or other

 predominantly civilian targets.... No Christian can rightfully carry out

 orders or policies deliberately aimed at killing non-combatants."6 This is a

 strong statement. It implicitly condemns the bombing of Dresden, the fire-

 bombing of Tokyo, and of course the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and

 Nagasaki. (No matter that the destruction of those cities may have helped

 6. All quotations attributed to the Pastoral Letter are taken from U.S. Catholic Conference, The
 Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response (Washington, D.C., 1983).
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 shorten the war, and even have reduced the total number of civilian casualties

 from what they might otherwise have been. The direct killing of innocents-

 making them means to achieving some good end or avoiding some great

 evil-can never, by this reasoning, be morally permissible.)

 The wording of the presentation is very important, in light of the Letter's

 distinction between general principles of moral theology (those principles are

 not open to question by the reader) and applications on specific matters of

 policy. Applications are matters of opinion, on which a Catholic-though he

 or she must "give serious consideration and attention" to the judgments

 reached in Church teaching-may nonetheless still disagree in good con-

 science, and obedience is not demanded. (Note the comments above about
 prudence in demanding such obedience.) Most of the policy recommenda-

 tions in the Letter are clearly identifiable as applications, judgments. But the

 prohibition of deliberately killing noncombatants is not, nor did the Com-

 mittee or the bishops in plenary session ever consider any other possibility.

 It is a basic principle of Christian ethics that one may not directly and

 intentionally kill innocent human beings. Its relevance to nuclear deterrence

 follows from the same premise as does the Catholic condemnation of abor-

 tion. The fetus is innocent, and may not be deliberately killed, even to avert

 some great evil or achieve some good end. The same reasoning applies if

 children or adult civilians are deliberately killed in a bombing raid-and there

 can be no question but what individual human beings are at stake. In the

 words of Cardinal Bernardin's opening address to the Chicago May 1983
 meetings, such an action is "murder."

 The condemnation of direct attacks on civilian population centers as such

 removes a great deal of deliberate ambiguity from past American deterrent

 policy. "Collateral" damage must be limited, not intended, and "bonus ef-

 fects" of civilian casualties may not be sought. American operational policy

 has at times fluctuated in the relative attention to counterforce and counter-

 population targeting. Military targets often have been broadly defined to
 include "economic recovery" capabilities and even the civilian labor force.

 Declaratory policy for many years stressed the potential destruction of the

 attacker "as a viable 20th century nation," defining that destruction as some

 portion of the enemy's population and general industrial capacity. Secretary

 of Defense Robert McNamara's well-known 1962 attempt to move toward a

 counterforce declaratory policy failed, but was resurrected in the subsequent

 decade. In 1973, Secretary of Defense Elliot Richardson testified, "We do not
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 in our strategic planning target population per se any longer."7 This kind of

 statement has subsequently been repeated, most frequently in the last two

 years in obvious response to the evolving position of the bishops' Letter.

 However one judges the sincerity of official disavowal of an intent deliber-

 ately to strike civilians, achieving its expression has to be considered a major

 achievement, one with many implications for the direction of future policy.8

 The second just war category, of equal importance, is the principle of

 proportionality. By some (inevitably subjective and uncertain) calculation, the

 harm done by an act, even unintentionally, may not be disproportionate to

 the good intended to be achieved or to the evil to be avoided. The principle

 of discrimination forbids counterpopulation warfare; the principle of propor-

 tionality puts sharp limits on counterforce warfare. The latter principle rec-

 ognizes that in almost any war some civilians will unavoidably be killed if

 military targets are hit. This is clearly a case of "double effect," and admits

 that some civilian deaths can be accepted as a by-product of striking a military

 target. But just because civilians are not killed intentionally does not mean

 they can be killed without limit. Specifically, the Pastoral Letter expresses

 very grave reservations about the massive civilian casualties that would

 surely occur in any nuclear exchange, even one directed deliberately only to

 military targets. The section on deterrence is filled with references to the way

 military facilities and civilian living and working areas are interspersed, to

 the fact that the number of civilians who would necessarily be killed is

 "horrendous," and cites admissions by the Reagan Administration that "once

 any substantial numbers of weapons were used, the civilian casualty levels

 would quickly become truly catastrophic." The principle of proportionality

 thus says that discrimination alone-merely limiting a nuclear strike to coun-

 terforce targets-is not enough to make that policy "morally acceptable."

 Many strategists and government officials-especially, but not only, mem-

 bers of the current Administration-have maintained that improvements in

 strategic weaponry are movements in the direction of greater moral accept-

 ability. Specifically, improvements in accuracy, coupled with elimination of

 7. On the evolution of policy, see David Alan Rosenberg, "The Origins of Overkill: Nuclear
 Weapons and American Strategy, 1945-1960," International Security, Vol. 7, No. 4 (Spring 1983),
 pp. 3-71; and Desmond Ball, Targeting for Strategic Deterrence, Adelphi Paper No. 185 (London:
 International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1983).
 8. "No civilian targets" means no civilian targets ever, even in retaliation for attacks on American
 civilians. This last aspect will not be popular with many strategists, who understandably would
 like to retain the threat of purely retaliatory strikes against civilians as a means to ensure Soviet
 good behavior during a "limited" nuclear war.
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 the very large warheads placed on older missiles like the Titan, will have the

 effect of limiting collateral damage. The number of (supposedly greatly re-

 duced) civilian casualties sustained when military targets are hit could there-

 fore be judged appropriate to some aims of war or deterrence. Nuclear

 deterrence could then be said to be both discriminating and proportionate.9

 Modernization of the strategic arsenal, with more accurate weapons like the

 MX, is therefore morally permissible and even required! Similar claims are

 made for "small" battlefield tactical nuclear weapons.

 On first encounter, it is hard to disagree with this assessment. A reduction

 in unintended civilian deaths would be consistent with traditional moral

 principles. But on examination the problems are immense. One problem is

 the fact, as already mentioned, that any large-scale nuclear exchange, even

 of "discriminating" weapons, would inevitably produce millions or tens of

 millions of civilian casualties. Numerous studies, drawing on private and

 government material, reach this conclusion. The combination of immediate

 casualties from blast and radiation, with longer-term casualties from fallout,

 disruption of the medical, sanitation, transportation, and communication

 systems, ecological devastation, climatic effects, and so forth, would be very

 great-even from attacks that were "limited" to such "strictly military" targets

 as the 1052 American and 1398 Soviet land-based ICBMs. Actually, the De-

 fense Department's list of military and militarily related industrial targets

 (40,000 of them, including 60 in Moscow alone) encompasses industry and

 utilities essential to the economic recuperation of the Soviet Union.10 If the

 Soviet (American) economy is destroyed, tens of millions of Soviet (Ameri-

 can) citizens will die of hunger and disease. To "prevail" in such a war would

 have little meaning, and there are not many causes to which such deaths

 would be "proportionate."

 One problem is therefore the illusion that any large-scale nuclear exchange
 could in any real sense be "limited" in its consequences. The other problem

 is with the expectation that nuclear war could be fought in some precise

 fashion of strike and counter-strike, that in any substantial nuclear exchange

 the war could be restricted to a limited number of strictly military targets.

 There are people who imagine it could be done, with acceptable conse-

 9. This argument is expressed by Albert Wohlstetter, "Bishops, Statesmen, and Other Strategists
 on the Bombing of Innocents," Commentary, June 1983, pp. 15-35.
 10. Counterforce strategies have, in the past, repeatedly had the effect of enlarging the list of
 targets (Rosenberg, "Origins of Overkill," p. 50). That is therefore a trap inherent in contem-
 porary counterforce policies.
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 quences. The majority of analysts, however, consider the likelihood of such

 limitation, under wartime conditions of anger, confusion, ignorance, and

 loss of control, to be extremely small. One cannot definitively rule out the

 possibility, but neither should one bet the future of civilization on it. Two of

 the most knowledgeable experts on this matter are Desmond Ball and John

 Steinbruner, who offer nearly identically skeptical views. In Steinbruner's

 words,

 Once the use of as many as 10 or more nuclear weapons directly against
 the USSR is seriously contemplated, U.S. strategic commanders will likely
 insist on attacking the full array of Soviet military targets .... If national
 commanders seriously attempted to implement this strategy (controlled re-
 sponse) in a war with existing and currently projected U.S. forces, the result
 would not be a finely controlled strategic campaign. The more likely result
 would be the collapse of U.S. forces into isolated units undertaking retaliation
 on their own initiative against a wide variety of targets at unpredictable
 moments.11

 In a nutshell, limitation of nuclear war fails a third principle of the just

 war tradition: reasonable chance of success.

 So much for what could-or could not-morally be done in war. Is deter-

 rence-as contrasted with what one actually does in war-different? After all,

 the purpose of deterrence, as we are so often reminded, is to prevent war.

 The bishops have two answers to this. One is the fact that, whatever our

 good intentions, deterrence may fail. If we make plans-build weapons,

 construct strategic programs, proclaim doctrines, instruct commanders-on

 the basis of principles we would not be willing to act upon, we just may be

 called to act upon them anyway. Many things happen almost automatically

 in any war or defense establishment. In the 1914 crisis the powers had

 competitive mobilization plans that worked automatically, making World

 War I almost unavoidable. Or, we may contemplate recent talk about launch-

 ing nuclear weapons on warning. Plans adopted in the name of deterrence

 may come to fruition in action, whatever our desires at the time. If war

 should come as the result of some uncontrollable crisis, or a physical or

 human accident, plans calling in the name of deterrence for morally unac-

 ceptable acts would very likely be realized as morally unacceptable acts. The

 11. "Nuclear Decapitation," Foreign Policy, Number 45 (Winter 1981-82), pp. 22-23. Also see
 Desmond Ball, Can Nuclear War Be Controlled? Adelphi Paper No. 161 (London: International
 Institute for Strategic Studies, 1981).
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 second answer is the traditional principle of Catholic moral theology that

 says one may not intend what one may not do. An intention to commit an

 immoral act in a particular event (even if one is confident that the triggering

 event will not transpire) is itself immoral. For the bishops, the argument

 from "mere deterrence" will not fly.

 Another aspect of recent strategy that the bishops probably would reject

 is brinkmanship, or what Thomas C. Schelling called "manipulating the

 shared risk of war."'12 Schelling recognizes that a would-be deterrer might

 well threaten to do something that, in the event deterrence failed, he would

 not in fact want to carry out. The United States might threaten to go to all-

 out nuclear war if the Soviet Union occupies West Germany. In the event

 the Soviet Union did occupy West Germany, the United States government

 might not want to execute its threat. In fact, a government fully in control

 of its military forces probably would not want to initiate all-out nuclear war.

 One way to deal with this situation would be to build some variant of a

 "doomsday machine": commit oneself irrevocably and automatically to an

 act of mutual destruction that one would not want to carry out if one retained

 a choice at the time. Almost everyone rejects the "doomsday machine"

 solution as grossly imprudent and disproportionate.

 But a less drastic solution would be to build into a situation an element of

 unpredictability and uncontrollability. In practice, a Soviet invasion of West

 Germany might very well trigger all-out nuclear war whether or not the

 American government wished it to do so. American nuclear weapons would

 be widely dispersed, to low-level commanders who would very likely have

 operational control over the weapons. (The PAL [Permissive Action Link]

 codes that prevent unauthorized use in peacetime very likely would be

 released to low-level commanders in a time of high crisis in Europe.) One of

 those commanders, in the "fog of war" with his troops under siege, might

 very well use the weapons.'3 Or the Soviet Union, fearing they would be
 used, might stage a preemptive attack on them. Use of a few tactical or

 theater nuclear weapons would be very likely to escalate into a strategic

 exchange between the American and Soviet homelands, as several military

 analysts cited in the Pastoral Letter have testified. The threat of unintended

 use of nuclear weapons in the event of a conventional war or even a high-

 12. Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), p. 99.
 13. Paul Bracken, The Command and Control of Nuclear Forces (New Haven: Yale University Press,
 1983).
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 level crisis in Europe provides a powerful deterrent to the deliberate initiation

 of war, of any kind, in the center of that continent. No rational Soviet leader

 would deliberately run such a risk.

 If we believe that political crises (unlike military events) are always fully

 controllable, then perhaps such a deterrent seems prudent. But if we believe

 that political crises are not always controllable or avoidable (1914 again, or a

 revolt in Eastern Europe that somehow attracts support from the West, or a

 political breakdown in Yugoslavia that draws in regular or volunteer fighters

 from East and West), it does not seem prudent. In the apt words of Michael

 Howard, military forces must serve two purposes: they must deter enemies,

 and they must reassure friends.14 Nuclear "deterrent" systems that depend

 on their uncontrollability are not reassuring to one's friends. The bishops

 termed "the deliberate initiation of nuclear war" to be morally unjustified. I

 believe they would similarly declare a deliberate posture of probable loss of

 control to be an unjustifiable moral risk. As they have said, "Non-nuclear

 attacks by another state must be resisted by other than nuclear means."

 Use, Threat, and Possession

 The just war tradition demands that the means used to defend must them-

 selves be at least morally neutral. They may not be indiscriminating, nor

 used in a disproportionate manner. They must offer a reasonable chance of

 success. The bishops say they are extremely skeptical whether any use of

 nuclear weapons could pass these tests. Deterrence, in the sense of what

 one prepares to do, must pass the same tests.

 Yet another question is whether one may threaten to perform acts which

 one could not licitly do or intend. The broad question of "bluffing" as a

 theological issue is not, I understand, settled. The bishops avoid it in their

 Letter. On more narrowly pragmatic grounds, we can ask whether making

 deterrent threats of indiscriminate or disproportionate use of nuclear weap-

 ons would be a prudent national policy. The answer, I believe, is clearly

 "no." For one thing, if the threatener were known to adhere to other aspects

 of the Christian just war tradition, it would be an obviously empty bluff-
 the threatener simply would not be believed. If the threatener were not a

 known adherent to the just war tradition, the threat would gain greater

 14. "Reassurance and Deterrence," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 61, No. 2 (Winter 1982/83), pp. 309-324.
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 credibility. But to be credible, the threat would have to be supplemented by

 public orders and plans for the contingent use of nuclear weapons if deter-

 rence failed. Declaratory policy would have to be contrary to operational

 policy, with only a very small circle of policymakers aware of the difference.

 It is very unlikely that such a policy could succeed. On the one hand, the

 fact that the threat was only a bluff probably would become known, through

 leaks or espionage. Or, if the secret were held tightly enough, the automa-

 ticity inherent in strategic nuclear planning very possibly would take over in

 the event of war, especially if war included (as it very likely would) a

 "decapitating" attack that removed the commander-in-chief. The use of nu-

 clear weapons would then probably follow the lines of the declaratory policy

 rather than the secret operational policy-and nuclear weapons would be

 used in a morally unacceptable manner. The circle cannot be squared.

 To encourage belief in the probability of "morally acceptable limited nuclear

 war" would play into the hands of the war-fighters, the "prevailers," those

 who think "victory is possible." It would encourage those who want to

 continue to rely on a threat of first use of nuclear weapons to deter a wide

 range of acts in Europe, the Middle East, and elsewhere. It would encourage

 brinkmanship and crisis risk-taking at the expense of building up alternative,

 non-nuclear means of defending ourselves and our allies. The bishops pru-

 dently avoid that trap.

 The trap on the other end of the spectrum lies in the position that a nation

 may continue to possess nuclear weapons but with an explicit policy that it

 will not use them under any conceivable circumstances. This becomes the

 "you can have it but you can't use it" position. It is easily parodied.15 It falls

 under much the same objections as apply to expressing a threat one could

 not licitly execute. If it is known that the weapons would not be deliberately

 used under any circumstances, then the weapons lose most of their deterrent

 power. If-as is in fact virtually unavoidable in a complex military establish-
 ment-one leaves open the possibility that the weapons will be used despite

 the commander-in-chief's intention not to use them, the result is hardly better

 from a moral standpoint. "Leaving something to chance" inescapably in-

 volves moral responsibility for those who leave it to chance, and intend to

 benefit from the chance. Again, the circle cannot be squared.

 15. The television program "Saturday Night Live" did a comic interview with a mock bishop
 who, after explaining the "you can have it but you can't use it" position on nuclear weapons,
 then declared that "as celibates we are familiar with this problem."
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 Some critics, including several conservative columnists, The New York Times

 in a May 6, 1983 editorial, and Albert Wohlstetter in his article cited earlier,

 have accused the bishops of adopting just such a "you can have it but you

 can't use it" position. It is true that the second draft (October 1982) of the

 pastoral letter was ambiguous-deliberately so-on this matter. While it

 contained no passage explicitly saying no use would be permissible, it was

 imbued (properly) with a strong rhetoric of "saying no to nuclear war," and

 contained a few passages whose full meaning was obscure. 16 The ambiguity

 was intended to mollify critics who chose to interpret some passages in the

 first draft-notably, "If nuclear weapons may be used at all, they may be

 used only after they have been used against our own country or our allies,

 and, even then, only in an extremely limited, discriminating manner against

 military targets"-as the bishops' giving some "Good Housekeeping Seal of

 Approval" to limited nuclear war. In context it certainly was nothing of the

 kind. Predictably, the ambiguity of the second draft opened the bishops up,

 from the perspective of conservative critics, to ridicule or mischievous charges

 that the bishops, despite their disclaimers, were "really" adopting a stance

 of unilateral nuclear disarmament. Fortunately this ambiguity was removed
 in the third draft and the form adopted in the final Chicago meeting. In fact,

 a proposed amendment by Archbishop Quinn, of "opposition on moral

 grounds to any use of nuclear weapons," was not adopted.17

 16. Most troublesome in this respect was the quotation from Cardinal Krol which said, "not
 only the use of strategic nuclear weapons, but also the declared intent to use them involved in
 our deterrence policy, are both wrong." (Italics in original.) This statement could be taken to
 refer to any use of nuclear weapons, or only the use or declared intent to use weapons
 indiscriminately-i.e., against cities. Since counterpopulation warfare was still an element of
 American declaratory policy (and very possibly of operational policy) at the time of Cardinal
 Krol's statement, he was not necessarily condemning any use or threat. Similar ambiguity arose
 regarding advice, in the pastoral section at the end of the second draft, to men and women in
 defense industries: "You also have specific questions to face because your industry produces
 many of the weapons of massive and indiscriminate destruction which have concerned us in
 this letter. We have judged immoral even the threat to use such weapons. At the same time,
 we have held that the possession of nuclear weapons may be tolerated as deterrents while
 meaningful efforts are underway to achieve multilateral disarmament." I believe that, in context,
 the operative qualifier is "massive and indiscriminate destruction," but it is understandable how
 some readers could have taken this passage as a blanket condemnation.
 17. It is nevertheless true that some critics, notably Wohlstetter and the Times editorial, osten-
 sibly were responding to the third draft or final version. A charitable interpretation of their
 criticism is that they simply had not read the later versions carefully. McGeorge Bundy, in his
 "The Bishops and the Bomb," The New York Review of Books, June 16, 1983, pp. 3-8, exhibits a
 much better understanding of the Letter.
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 A Dilemma without Easy Resolution

 These two traps-the extremes of counterforce as nuclear "war-winning" and

 of "possession without use"-frame a fundamental dilemma that cannot

 easily be resolved. There is no perfect practical solution to the problem of

 nuclear deterrence. Moral considerations further complicate the problem.

 The bishops' position in the final Letter is not so ambiguous as it is frankly

 torn between desirable ends.

 One proposed deterrent has been through advocacy or adoption of an

 extreme version of MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) that is expressly

 and solely a counterpopulation deterrent. But practically, it would mean

 abandonment of almost all forms of extended deterrence, since no state

 would initiate its own sure destruction in order to "defend" another. And

 morally, most Christians reject strategies of counterpopulation warfare.

 A possible way to ease, though not escape, the moral dilemma would be

 through adopting a posture of "tolerating" nuclear weaponry as a means to

 a good end (deterrence, or ultimate disarmament). There were hints of this

 kind of reasoning in the first and second drafts of the Letter. But critics

 labeled that reasoning "consequentialist" and feared it would lead to much

 wider application of "bad means justifying a good end" variants of moral

 theology. Consequentialist reasoning is widely condemned by traditionalist

 Catholic theologians. While it is not entirely clear that the early drafts de-

 pended on such reasoning, and there are respectable Catholic theologians

 who do not reject consequentialism, it was not a supportable basis for the

 bishops' Letter. To avoid totally rejecting nuclear deterrence, the bishops

 had to find some strategy that at least had a chance, in some hypothetical

 circumstances, of being morally neutral (discriminating, proportionate) rather

 than intrinsically evil. The need to clarify their position helped increase the

 bishops' determination to make a variety of specific applications in other

 parts of their Letter. They lay out the reasoning against vulnerable "prompt

 hard-target-kill" weapons, and specifically mention MX and the Pershing II

 as candidates for this category. (The first two drafts mentioned MX in the

 text, but as part of a compromise in the final versions the specific identifi-

 cation of MX was moved to a footnote but supplemented with reference to

 Pershing II.) They call for "sufficiency" and reject any quest for nuclear

 superiority. They oppose "proposals which have the effect of lowering the

 nuclear threshold and blurring the difference between nuclear and conven-
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 tional weapons" (probably including the neutron bomb). Furthermore, they

 recommend a variety of measures, including a comprehensive test ban treaty,

 removal of nuclear weapons from border areas where they might be overrun

 in war (thus forcing early decisions on their use), and "immediate, bilateral,

 verifiable agreements to halt the testing, production, and deployment of new

 nuclear weapons systems." This last was widely, and correctly, interpreted

 as meaning support for a freeze. 18

 The central problem for the bishops' analysis is not deterrence of attack

 on the United States, but of attack on allies or neutrals under American

 protection. This of course has also been the central function of American

 nuclear deterrence since its inception. Nuclear deterrence, furthermore has

 been extended to deterrence of conventional attacks on our allies, a policy

 promoted by the relatively inexpensive nature of nuclear weapons (more

 "bang for the buck") and the difficulties of raising adequate conventional

 defense forces against the "Eastern hordes." Thus a key element of some

 acceptable resolution of the bishops' dilemma is their strong advocacy of a

 "no first use" posture. It is not quite an unequivocal rejection of first use

 ("We do not perceive any situation in which the deliberate initiation of

 nuclear warfare, on however restricted a scale, can be morally justified"),

 but it comes very close. In doing so, the bishops oppose the idea of using

 nuclear weapons for extended deterrence, and require that non-nuclear at-

 tacks be resisted by other than nuclear means. If so, a purely counterforce

 deterrent has no need for prompt hard-target-kill capabilities, or any other

 seemingly first-strike forces which could endanger crisis stability. The risks

 of escalation are high under the best of circumstances. If the opponent should

 begin nuclear war, some of those risks would already have been taken. To

 18. This passage was subject to several changes from the second draft to the final version. The
 third draft substituted "curb" for "halt," but at the same time broadened coverage to all "nuclear
 weapons" systems in place of the second draft's reference to "strategic" systems. The changes
 occurred during the course of some agonized discussions in the Committee under conditions
 when it appeared, after a communication from the Vatican, that the delicately achieved com-
 promise of the document could be upset, with possible public charges that the Committee had
 exceeded its proper role. The majority reluctantly accepted these changes (while still supporting
 a freeze) in order to retain other parts of the document that constituted its heart. Unfortunately
 the press, in their first comments on the third draft, concentrated on the "halt" to "curb" change,
 missed the expansion of "strategic," and largely ignored the other ways in which the Letter
 remained, as it had been through all permutations, profoundly critical of many aspects of official
 policy. The Committee majority therefore was pleased when the plenary body of bishops, in
 Chicago, immediately voted overwhelmingly to return to the word "halt." This sequence of
 events had the effect of demonstrating that the majority of all the bishops wanted a freeze, and
 that this was not something thrust upon them by a drafting committee.
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 deter that act, and to bring the war to a negotiated halt just as soon as

 possible, we may plan certain very restricted forms of retaliation. But the

 risks of first use of nuclear weapons are too high to justify our ever setting

 the process in motion.

 While understanding that "development of an alternative defense position

 will still take time," the bishops insist that NATO "move rapidly" toward

 such a position. They are willing-clearly if unenthusiastically-to consider

 that "some strengthening of conventional defense would be a proportionate

 price to pay, if this will reduce the possibility of nuclear war." This is an

 essential piece of realism. While many military experts differ as to whether

 non-nuclear defense of Western Europe really is possible, there are many

 cogent and informed arguments for its feasibility.19 The hurdles really are

 political rather than economic or military, and the lack of current political

 will in America and in Europe need not be taken as a given for all eternity.

 Furthermore, there are also other ways to help defend Western Europe than

 by nuclear or non-nuclear forces. A general lowering of international political

 tensions would help, as would a structure of rewards implicit in the extension

 of East-West economic interdependence. And if the United States were to

 abandon nuclear deterrence of non-nuclear threats, the act would contribute

 greatly to a worldwide de-legitimization of nuclear weapons. It would help

 persuade potential nuclear powers that nuclear weapons "buy" more inse-

 curity than security.

 The bishops' normative and factual assumptions thus lead them, in terms

 of the familiar policy debates over deterrence, to the conclusion that, while

 the need for military deterrence cannot be evaded in a world of conflicting

 states, relatively lower levels of threat are adequate and a shift to lower levels

 is required.20 Lower but adequate levels of threat mean no "city-busting" and

 19. The Pastoral Letter cites some participants in this debate. Others include Robert S. Mc-
 Namara, "The Military Role of Nuclear Weapons: Perceptions and Misperceptions," Foreign
 Affairs, Vol. 62, No. 1 (Fall 1983), pp. 59-80; John Mearsheimer, Conventional Deterrence (Ithaca,
 N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983); Bernard W. Rogers, "The Atlantic Alliance: Prescriptions
 for a Difficult Decade," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 60, No. 5 (Summer 1982); and the Report of the
 European Security Study, Strengthening Conventional Deterrence: Proposals for the 1980s (New York:
 St. Martin's Press, 1983). General Rogers has reservations about whether a full no-first-use
 policy is feasible, but has been campaigning vigorously for at least a no-early-first-use posture.
 For evidence of widespread European public support of a no-first-use policy, see Bruce Russett
 and Donald R. DeLuca, "Theater Nuclear Forces: Public Opinion in Western Europe," Political
 Science Quarterly, Vol. 98, No. 2 (Summer 1983), pp. 193-195.
 20. Recall the view of McGeorge Bundy that the explosion "of even one hydrogen bomb on one
 city of one's own country would be recognized in advance as a catastrophic blunder." "To Cap
 the Volcano," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 48, No. 1 (Spring 1969), p. 10.
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 no first-strike capability; extended deterrence of conventional attack can suc-

 ceed without reliance on nuclear threats; and rewards, as well as punish-

 ments, must play a key role in any acceptable deterrent posture. A shift to

 lower levels is required because of the ever-present and not fully controllable

 chance that deterrence may fail, bringing our threats to reality. Their position

 is not perfect, but it is reasonable, logically coherent, and fully comprehen-

 sible in the language of secular discussion. While the bishops derive their

 conclusions in large part from their normative assumptions, others can share

 the conclusions without sharing all those assumptions.

 I repeat, there is no perfect, or maybe even good, solution overall. Every

 possibility contains practical and moral dangers. No one can be optimistic

 about the chances of surviving decades or generations of continuing reliance

 on nuclear deterrence in any form. People are prone to error, and machinery

 to accidents. An indefinite future of nuclear weapons seems intolerable. The

 bishops correctly insist on a new way of thinking for the long run. They

 have not totally de-legitimized nuclear deterrence, but they have stimulated

 and "are prepared and eager to participate. . . in the on-going public debate

 on moral grounds." Meanwhile, the extremes of unilateral disarmament and

 even of nuclear pacifism seem undesirable, and full mutual nuclear disar-

 mament really does seem improbable. Pope John Paul II's statement that

 deterrence "may still be judged morally acceptable" still somehow rings true.

 That statement is in no way authoritatively binding even on Catholics, and

 it is full of ambiguities. But there is no path other than one of continued

 wrestling with the ambiguities and contradictions inherent in any deterrent

 policy.
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